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Objective

The main objective of this study is to present the 

implementation of five modules in an open source GIS 

system (GRASS GIS), based on the Multicriteria analisys: 

* r.mcda.electre

* r.mcda.fuzzy

* r.mcda.regime

* r.mcda.roughset

* r.mcda.ahp
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Introduction (1)

MCDA approach is... 

… “a decision-aid and a mathematical tool allowing the comparison of 

different alternatives or scenarios according to many criteria, often 

contradictory, in order to guide the decision maker(s) towards a judicious 

choice” (Roy, 1996).

                                    Classifying

MCDA solutions       Ranking efficient alternatives

 Choosing 
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… “a decision-aid and a mathematical tool allowing the comparison of 

different alternatives or scenarios according to many criteria, often 

contradictory, in order to guide the decision maker(s) towards a judicious 

choice” (Roy, 1996).

                                    Classifying

MCDA solutions       Ranking efficient alternatives

 Choosing 

Basic assumptions: spatial homogeneity of alternatives → often 

unrealistic.  



GIS provides excellent:

* data acquisition

* storage

* manipulation 

* analysis capabilities
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GIS provides excellent:

* data acquisition

* storage

* manipulation 

* analysis capabilities

In case of a value/ judgment analysis → less efficient 

Solution → MCDA-GIS integration and development of Spatial 

Decision Support Systems (SDSS) 

Introduction (2)



In a spatial multicriteria analysis, value judgments and geographical 

information are needed to define an alternative (Malczewski, 

1999). 

MCDA-GIS Integration (1)



In a spatial multicriteria analysis, value judgments and geographical 

information are needed to define an alternative (Malczewski, 

1999). 

MCDA framework + GIS possibilities

SDSS → a complete and user-friendly MCDA-GIS integration.  

MCDA-GIS Integration (1)



MCDA-GIS Integration (2)

MCDA-GIS integration → Combining value judgments with 

geographical data, their transformation and elaboration 

(Malczewski, 2006). 



MCDA-GIS Integration (2)

MCDA-GIS integration → Combining value judgments with 

geographical data, their transformation and elaboration 

(Malczewski, 2006). 

MCDA-GIS integration classification

      1. MCDA-GIS indirect integration

      2. Built-in MCDA-GIS models

      3. Complete MCDA-GIS integration 



1. MCDA-GIS indirect integration1. MCDA-GIS indirect integration

- Basic step 

- MCDA and GIS models are separated 

- Connection through an intermediate system.

2. Built-in MCDA-GIS models2. Built-in MCDA-GIS models

- Multicriteria component is integrated into the GIS system

- MCDA and GIS parts are independent by a logical and functional point of view. 

MCDA-GIS Integration (3)



3.3.  Complete MCDA-GIS integrationComplete MCDA-GIS integration  

Pros: 

-  Same interface

- Same database

- The MCDA part → just like any other GIS function

- The nearest to an SDSS 

Cons: 

- often applied in a rigid way 

- only one model integration

MCDA-GIS Integration (4)



 r.mcda package (1)

Integration proposed: 

* r.mcda package

               > multicriteria methods developed as modules of GRASS GIS.

               > modular package: each module is a different tool based on a 

different algorithm.

               > modules already developed based on ELECTRE methods, 

Fuzzy set methods, REGIME analysis methods, Analytic 

Hierarchy Process and the Dominance-based Rough Set 

Approach – DRSA)

               > possibility to add new modules without modifying the 

existing code. 



 r.mcda package (2)



 r.mcda package (3)



Module syntax:

 r.mcda.[algorithm], 

where 

 r means “raster”

 mcda is the name of the package; 

[algorithm] is the name of the MCDA method applied. 

 r.mcda package (4)



Module syntax:

 r.mcda.[algorithm], 

r.mcda.electre 

r.mcda.regime 

r.mcda.fuzzy 

r.mcda.ahp

r.mcda.roughset 

 r.mcda package (4)



Module syntax:

 r.mcda.[algorithm], 

r.mcda.electre 

r.mcda.regime 

r.mcda.fuzzy 

r.mcda.ahp

r.mcda.roughset 
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It is the implementation of the ELECTRE I 

multicriteria algorithm in GRASS GIS 

environment. 

Input: the list of raster representing the criteria 

to be assessed in the multicriteria evaluation and 

the vector of weights to be assigned. 

Alternatives: Every single cell of the GRASS 

region is considered as one of the possible 

alternatives to evaluate and it is described with 

the value assumed for the same cell by the raster 

used as criteria. 

Output: There are two output files. One 

represents the spatial distribution of the 

concordance index, the other one of the 

discordance index. The optimal solution is the 

one presenting the maximum concordance value 

and the minimum discordance value at the same 

time.

r.mcda.electre



It is the implementation of the REGIME 

multicriteria algorithm in GRASS GIS 

environment.

Input:  list of raster representing the 

criteria to be assessed in the multicriteria 

evaluation and the vector of weights to be 

assigned. 

Alternatives: Every single cell of the 

GRASS region is considered as one of the 

possible alternatives to evaluate and it is 

described with the value assumed for the 

same cell by the raster used as criteria.

Output: adimensional index of preference 

expressed by a rastetr map

r.mcda.regime



It is the implementation of the FUZZY 

multicriteria algorithm proposed by Yager R., 

in GRASS GIS environment.

Input: list of raster representing the criteria 

to be assessed in the multicriteria evaluation 

and the vector of linguistic modifiers to be 

assigned. 

Alternatives: every single cell of the GRASS 

region is considered as one of the possible 

alternatives to evaluate and it is described 

with the value assumed for the same cell by 

the raster used as criteria.

Outputs: three different output files as the 

result of the intersection operator, the union 

operator and the ordered weighted 

averaging (OWA) operator. 

r.mcda.fuzzy



It is the implementation of the Analytic 

Hierarchy Process  (AHP)  multicriteria 
algorithm in GRASS GIS environment. 

Input: list of raster representing the criteria 
to be assessed in the multicriteria 

evaluation and the table with pairwise 
comparison for each criteria. 

Alternatives: every single cell of the 
GRASS region is considered as one of the 

possible alternatives to evaluate and it is 

described with the value assumed for the 
same cell by the raster used as criteria. 

The criteria maps used in the analysis have 

to be  normalized in the same scale.

Output: Eigenvalues, eigenvectors and 
the synthesis  map.

r.mcda.ahp



Dominance-based Rough Set Approach (DRSA)* (GRECO et al., 2001)

It is a method, within multicriteria decision analysis, which permits to 

represent the preferences of the Decision Maker (DM) in terms of easily 

understandable “if…, then…” decision rules, induced by some “exemplary 

decisions”, obtained from past or simulated choices of the DM.

EXEMPLARY DECISIONS: inconsistent or incomplete

DRSA: deals with inconsistency in information

 r.mcda.roughset and the DRSA (1)

*Greco S., Matarazzo B., Słowiński R. (2001), Rough sets theory for multicriteria decision analysis, 

European Journal of Operational Research, 129 no.1, 1- 47.



Assignment of objects (solutions, alternatives) to decision classes, by means 

of the EVALUATION of these objects with respect to a set of ATTRIBUTES 

(criteria or objectives).

Link through decision rules: “if…, then…”

> CLASSIC approach (Pawlak, 1982): only non ordinal classification

> DOMINANCE-based approach: ordinal classification, and also 

ranking and choice (prefered ordered attributes) 

 r.mcda.roughset and the DRSA (2)



EXEMPLARY DECISIONS

“GRANULES” 

sets of indiscernible objects.

Obtained from 

conditional attributes

           

The DM makes its choices 

(solutions, or sorting examples)

D+
P (x)= {y ∈ U: y DP x}

D-
P (x)= {y ∈ U: x DP y}

 r.mcda.roughset and the DRSA (3)



DECISION CLASSES:

       - inferior approximation    

        - superior approximation 

DECISION RULES

Pinf(Clt
≥ ) = {x ∈ U: Dp

+(x)     Clt
≥ }

Psup(Clt
≥ ) = {x ∈ U: Dp

-(x) ∩  Clt
≥≠ø}

i.e.

- If Literature  good, then the student is at least good.

- If Mathematics  bad, then the student is at least bad

 r.mcda.roughset and the DRSA (4)

• ⊆



Data set DOMLEM AllRules Explore
Glance 

(strength>0)

Buses -2 classes 92.11 78.95 76.32 65.79

Buses -3 classes 82.89 68.42 56.58 50

Iris 94.67 93 91.67 86.67

Prima 73.59 61.46 61.21 58.72

Air brick 79.63 78.24 77.78 74.07

Wine 62.45 38.48 27.25 12.64

 r.mcda.roughset and the DRSA (5)

(source: Zurawski, 2001)

Accuracy value of several DRSA on standard database



r.mcda.roughset syntax

r.mcda.roughset criteria=name[,name,...] preferences=character 

decision=name outputMap=string outputTxt=name

Where

– Criteria: criteria raster map(s)

– Preferences: the preferences in terms of gain and cost

– Decision: the name of the decision raster map

– OutputMap: the name of the classified output raster map 

– OutputTxt: the name of the output txt files

 r.mcda.roughset and the DRSA (4)

Input data

Output data



r.mcda.roughset syntax

 r.mcda.roughset and the DRSA (4)



Complementary modules: 

 > r.roughset → discovery knowledge tool based on the Classical Rough Set Theory 

(CRST)

       > r.to.drsa → pre processing 

 > r.in.drsa → post processing 

 r.mcda.roughset and the DRSA (5)

Allow analysis with 4emka, Jamm o jMAF



An application (1)

Menotre drainage basin

Surface 24,000 ha 

Altitude: 257 – 1419 MAMSL

Dominant land uses: natural; agricultural 

(upper area); urban



An application (1)

Menotre drainage basin

1. Subject to surface erosion 

2. Need of management and 

protection action

3. Evaluation of maintenance 

agriculture actions.     

What we are looking for: 

classification of territory in priority 

area for action



An application (2)

Tematism/criterion Meaning Gain/Cost

Prop_dissesto Tendency toward instability Gain

NDVI
Normalized Difference 

Vegetation Index
Cost

Slope_reclass Slope Gain

LS Factor LS Gain

 clc_2006_IV Land use Gain



An application (3)

Tematism/criterion Meaning Gain/Cost

Prop_dissesto Tendency toward instability Gain

NDVI
Normalized Difference 

Vegetation Index
Cost

Slope_reclass Slope Gain

LS Factor LS Gain

Land use Gain

Decision map: frequency of surface 

landslide in the last ten years.



Results (1)

i.e. One rule for the 

classification “at least 

class 3”



Results (1)

i.e. One rule for the 

classification “at most 

class 3”



Results (2)

Visual output

(certain rules)



Results (2)

ID Condition I Condition II Class

2 clc_2006_IV>=31312 & ndvi_forestale<=0.405 Then class at_least, 2

11 slope_class>=4 Then class at_least, 3

26 ndvi_forestale>=0.536 Then class at_most, 1

35 slope_class<=1 & prop_dissesto<=2 Then class at_most, 3

48 ndvi_forestale>=0.422 & slope_class<=3 Then class at_most, 4

53 ndvi_forestale>=0.381 & slope_class<=3 Then class at_most, 5

60 prop_dissesto<=4 Then class at_most, 6



Conclusions 

* Grass Gis is a good solution for the perfect MCDA-GIS integration  

* The r.mcda package fills a lack in its sector

* The modular nature of the r.mcda package allows its improvement

* the r.mcda.roughset module is particular powerful and useful in a 

geographical context

To improve

* The package through the addition of other modules

* r.mcda.roughset: Management also of possible and ambiguous rules

* r.mcda.roughset: implementation of other algorithm

*r.mcda.roughset: to work on the minimality 
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